
Year 1: ‘My Learning Newsletter’

A message from your teachers... Other curriculum focus...

Hello lovely children of Year One. We hope you all continue to be happy and are still thriving at home. Last 
week was different for us all; some of you returned to school and some of you continued your home 

learning. Wherever you are completing your work, be assured that we are always thinking about you and 
hoping you are all well.We loved seeing so many happy faces return to school and look forward to the day 

we are all together again. 
As you are aware, the newsletters reflect what we are doing in class. There are more activities to complete 
but as long as you try your best, you will make us extremely happy. Remember to have patience with your 

parents; they are not teachers and they are trying their best to educate you.
Continue to have patience and show love and kindness to those around you.

Lots of Love
Mrs Woodhouse, Mr Hunter, Mrs Kish, Mrs Nixon and Mrs Baxter xx

Wellbeing and Exercise

Bill and Owen are two young boys who have 
been the best of friends since birth.

They explain how they share things, help each 
other with school work, and make decisions as 
a pair.

Even though they have their differences, they 
always make up in the end.

Watch this short film to find out how they feel 
about their friendship.

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhmpnrd

Draw a picture of you and your best friend. Think about 
nice things that you do for each other. Write sentences 
underneath your picture telling me all about the lovely 
things you and your best friend do for each other.

English and Phonics

Phonics - This week there are two sessions of phonics each day. Each session consists of two or three activities 
that involve, ‘word building, reading and writing, dictation or revisiting a previous sound’. Look at how to 
carry out each activity with your child before you begin.
English -Please continue to carry out the activities linked to the text, ‘Sidney Spider - A tale of friendship’. All 
activities are based on the ‘Talk for Writing’ framework.

Maths

This week we are beginning a new unit, ‘Multiplication and division’. Look at the work for each day and try 
your best to complete it. Remember to use apparatus such as counters, pebbles, sweets etc. 
 There are some helpful links on some of the activity pages.

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhmpnrd


Maths activities - Multiplication and division - counting in 10s - Monday

Task 2
There are 10 birds in each tree. How many birds are there 
altogether? 

Use the number line to help you count.

1.

2. 

3.

4.

For each question, copy the sentences below and write the 
correct number in each sentence.

Task 3Task 1    
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+10s&d
ocid=608041801193554296&mid=39806BEBD8F013BAF4
7839806BEBD8F013BAF478&view=detail&FORM=VIRE                                                   

Paint the Squares - Interactive Number Charts                                                                         

Count forwards and backwards in 10s from 
10 - 100. 

Colour in each multiple of 10

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+10s&docid=608041801193554296&mid=39806BEBD8F013BAF47839806BEBD8F013BAF478&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+10s&docid=608041801193554296&mid=39806BEBD8F013BAF47839806BEBD8F013BAF478&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+10s&docid=608041801193554296&mid=39806BEBD8F013BAF47839806BEBD8F013BAF478&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares


Maths activities - Multiplication and division - making equal groups - Tuesday

Task 1
Count how many objects there are altogether and write the 
answer in the box. On the line, write if the groups 
are equal or unequal. 
                                                                _______________
1.

2.                                                             _______________

3.                                                              ______________

4.                                                           ________________

Task 2                                               
                                                                  

Task 3



Maths activities - Multiplication and division - adding equal groups - Wednesday

Task 1 Task 2                                               
                                                                  

Task 3

How many wheels are there altogether?

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = _____

How many fingers are there altogether?

5 + 5 + 5  = _____

How many fish are there altogether?

10 + 10 + 10  = _____



Maths activities - Multiplication and division - arrays - Thursday

Task 2                                               
                                                                  

Task 1 

Example:
Build the array with counters/objects to represent the apples.

                    

There are _2_ apples in each row.
There are _3_rows.
2 + 2 +2 = 6
There are _6  apples altogether.

Build the array with counters to represent the bananas.

          

There are ___bananas in each 
column.
There are ____ columns.
___ + ____ = ______
There are ____ bananas altogether.

2+2+2+2 = 

4+4 = 

5+5+5 =

3+3+3+3+3 =  

10+10+10+10 = 

4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4 = 

3+3+3+3+3 =

5+5+5 =  



Maths activities - Multiplication and division - doubles - Friday

Task 1 Task 2                                               
                                                                  

Draw pictures or use counters to help.
Double 7 = 

Double 6 =

Double 3 = 

Double 10 = 

Task 3



Phonics  - How to carry out each activity

Word building                                                     Reading and writing                              Revisit previous sound - seek the sound
                   

                                                                  
                                                                 

                                                                    
                                                                 Dictation                                             Revisit previous sound - sound review 
                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                           

Read the following sentence to your child using 
some of the words you’ve just built and words 
containing the spelling of previous sounds 
learned. 
Her worm was hurt. She had been too firm.

Children to write the sentence correctly.

Recap the spelling of trickier words e.g was, if 
your child is spelling them incorrectly.

Say -Today we are going to find some of the different 
spellings for the sound e.g  ‘er’. 
Ask - What sound are we listening for?
           
Build the following words with your child using post it 
notes. 
Say - These are the sounds we need to build hurt. Can 
you build the word saying    Example:
 each sound as you put 
it in place (h-ur-t)

hurt
her
worm
learn
firm

Say - How many different spellings for ‘er’ do we have? 

Children to write each of the words saying the sounds as 
they write them down. 
They will underline the different spellings for e.g ‘er’      

Say - Today we are revisiting a previous sound we’ve learned 
- eg ‘ae’
Read the text and underline each word in the text that contains 
the ‘ai’ sound.

She plays in the rain as she waits for her dad. She makes a 
mess and has great fun.

Make columns with each of the spellings for the ‘ai’ sound. 
Children to write the words down in the correct column, 
saying the sounds as they write them.

ai                 ay              a-e                ea     
t

h
ur

h ur t

Say - We are going to read and write some words 
we’ve previously built with the e.g. ‘er’ sound

Say - What does this say? - ‘hurt’

Children to write down the spelling for the ‘er’ sound 
and underline it. They will write the word under the 
underlined spelling saying the sounds as they write it. 

Repeat with other words with different spellings for ‘er’

ur                er            ir          or
hurt

Say - Today we are going to read some words we’ve seen before - 
They all have the eg ‘ae’ sound in them.

Four words will be written down  containing the different spellings 
for ‘ae’. E..g rain, play, great, snake and four lines will be drawn on 
paper.

Point to a word and ask your child what it says. E.g. play
Children will write down the spelling ‘ay’ on one of the lines and 
write the word underneath, saying the sounds as they write it. Repeat 
for other words.
___ai______      __________    _________    __________



Phonics Activities - Monday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘u’ (u, o, ou, oo)
 
toy                                                                 
Roy
voice
toilet               

Word building                                                      Dictation                                                    Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘u’ (u, o, ou, oo)

oyster
royal
join
boil
                             

Session 1 - ‘oy’ sound - two different spellings ‘oy, oi’

Session 2 - ‘oy’ sound - two different spellings ‘oy, oi’

Roy had a loud voice when playing 
with his toys.

You can join the Royal army.

Children will read and write the words.
fun                                                                 
shove
young 
shook   

Children will read and write the words.
run
some
couple
good
               



Phonics Activities - Tuesday

Word building                                                    Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘oy’ (oy, oi)
 
calm
card
father
              

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                     Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘oy’ (oy, oi)
                             

Session 1 - ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 
  

Session 2 -  ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 

           
balm
car
master

The boy wrote a card for his father.

His master had a noisy car.

Children will read and write the words.
boy                                                                 
joy
coin
coil    

Children will read and write the words.
enjoy
loyal
moist
noise



Phonics Activities - Wednesday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘oy’ (oy, oi) 
   
palm
jar
rather       

Word building                                                      Dictation                                                    Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘oy’ (oy, oi)
         

Session 1 - ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 

Session 2 - ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 

half
star
plaster

I would rather have a jar of sweets.

A plaster was cut in half.

Children will read and write the words.
toy                                                                 
Roy
voice
toilet    

Children will read and write the words.
oyster
royal
join
boil



Phonics Activities - Thursday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - seek the sound ‘oy’ (oy, oi) 
 
 almond  
 cart
       

 Reading and writing                                                                                                                 Revisit previous sound - seek the sound ‘oy’ (oy, oi)

   Children will read and write words they’ve previously built
                      

Session 1 - ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 
 

Session 2 - ‘ar’ sound - three different spellings (ar, a, al) 

The almond was on a cart. Children will underline then write the words.

“I so enjoy being on holiday!” shouted Roy. “We 
can go to the beach whenever we want. Do you 
want to go Moira?” he asked his sister. “We can 
see if Dad wants to join us!” 

Children will underline then write the words.

“Yes,” said Moira. “But please don’t make 
such a noise. Boys are always so noisy,” she 
grumbled. 

calm
card
father

palm
jar
rather       



Phonics Activities - Friday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - sound review  ‘ar’ (ar, a, al) 

Word building                                                      Dictation                                                     Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘ar’ (ar, a, al)
                             

Session 1 - ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

Session 2 - ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

The author used chalk all the time.

The baby can talk and crawl.

Children will read and write the words.
half
star
plaster

Children will read and write the words.
balm
car
master

born
claw
all
dwarf
author
chalk

cork
crawl
also
swarm
August
talk





Literacy Activity - Monday

Sidney Spider has forgotten his capital letters 
and full stops!

Can you help him by writing the letter out 
again for him?

Remember - capital letters and full stops are 
important!



Literacy Activity - Tuesday

Sidney spider is worried that Mrs Brown is going to 
clean up again!

Can you help him by thinking of some places he might 
be able to hide?

If you can, write sentences in your books as shown here.

Remember - Full stops and capital letters!



Literacy Activity - Wednesday

Here is a spider fact file. 

Is it very good?

Could you make it better?

Think about an animal which you know lots about. You 
are going to create your own animal fact file. If you are 
struggling, do a human fact file all about yourself!

Make sure your work is beautiful with capital letters and 
full stops!



Literacy Activity - Thursday

Write a paragraph in your book to explain 
what you did and found during your minibeast 
hunt. 

Remember to use these words in your work…

- First
- Next
- After that
- Finally



Literacy Activity - Friday

Think about all of the learning we have done about Sidney 
spider and his adventures. Think about what your favourite 
lesson has been.

Is there anything you have loved learning about?

Write a paragraph explaining what you have enjoyed, what 
you have learned and what you hope our next story might be 
about.



Wellbeing


